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HEALTH AND SAFETY COMMISSION

Governance : Implications of the HMTreasury Led Review of HSE’s Financial
Management; reconstituting the Audit Committee

A Paper by Alan Sabberton and Bill Tomkins

Cleared by Vivienne Dews 2 March 2006
Issue
1. To inform HSC of HMTreasury’s (HMT) review of Financial Management in HSE and its
implications. This paper also seeks agreement to revised terms of reference for the
Audit Committee pending a wider discussion of governance issues at the
Commission’s residential meeting in June 2006.
Timing
2. Routine.
Recommendation
3. Commissioners are invited to note:
•
•

the findings of HMT’s review (Annex A);
corporate governance issues will be considered in detail at the Commission’s June
residential meeting; and
• the reconstitution of the Audit Committee as an HSC committee.
and to agree:
• the proposed terms of reference for the reconstituted Audit Committee (which are
not considered to be contentious and are closely based on the Treasury’s standard
terms of reference).
Background
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Financial Management Review
4. A programme of Financial Management Reviews (Improving Financial Management: IFM)
was announced in the 2004 Spending Review White Paper. It said
“As recommended by the Efficiency Review, HMTreasury will conduct a
department-by-department review of the effectiveness of financial management.
The review will begin with those departments with the biggest spending
programmes. It will be led by Mary Keegan, as Head of the Government
Accountancy Service’……’It will provide an objective and professional assessment
of each department against a common framework leading to a departmental action
plan.”
5. It was not clear at first whether the review would apply to smaller departments or NDPBs
like HSC and HSE. HSE decided to self-assess against the Framework in any case. In
the event, HMT agreed that the review should include HSE. A review was carried out by
an HMT Auditor in late 2005. Once the closely integrated relationship between HSC and
HSE became clear to the auditor the review was extended to include interviews with Bill
Callaghan and Judith Hackitt. The Treasury’s conclusions are at Annex A. The findings
are generally positive and the overall outcome a good one.1 It broadly reaffirms HSE’s
self-assessment. The references to governance in the Appendix of the Treasury report
are the most challenging for HSC/E,
6. Geoffrey Podger met Mary Keegan on 21 December and, following discussion with Bill
Callaghan, accepted the Review in principle. He indicated that the governance issues
raised could be considered as part of ongoing discussions on governance and the
relationship between HSC and HSE.
Audit and Assurance
7. HSE maintains an Internal Audit and Assurance function to support the Chief Executive
in his role as HSE’s Accounting Officer. The head of Internal Audit has direct access to
both the HSC and HSE Accounting Officers.2 Overseeing and agreeing the work of
Internal Audit is one of the Audit Committee’s primary functions. The present
constitution of the Audit Committee is primarily of senior HSE managers with a
Commissioner as chair (currently Judith Hackitt) and the head of DWP Internal Audit as
the other ‘independent’ member.
8. The role of the Audit Committee with regard to HSC has been unclear. However, it has
traditionally looked at the HSC’s accounts along with HSE’s and has been able to
provide some assurance to the Chair as HSC’s Accounting Officer.
Argument
9. HSC will consider governance issues at its June Residential meeting.
10. There is no reason to delay the reconstituting of the Audit Committee so that we come
into line with current Treasury guidelines; this says that the membership of the audit
committee should be primarily made up of non-executives. Reconstituting the Audit
Committee as recommended will also serve to strengthen HSC/E’s governance.

1

Many of the recommendations are of an operational nature and will be addressed via established business
improvement processes. e.g. review of HSE’s expense heads, progressing implementation of the Resource
Management System.
2
For line management purposes the Head of Internal Audit reports to the Director, Resources and Planning.
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11. The linked nature of HSC and HSE suggests that a single committee is desirable and
that it be an HSC committee. HSC is a non-executive body within the HSC/E set-up. It
is also the body through which funds are channeled to HSE and for which HSE
delivers many of its functions. It will avoid potential conflict of interest with the
Comission’s position if any additional non-executives are included in a Commission
body rather than an HSE one. The Chair and HSE’s Chief Executive have concluded
that the Audit Committee should be reconstituted as
• an HSC Commissioner as Chair
• one other Commissioner as a side member (and to act as vice chair)
• DWP Head of Internal Audit
• two non-executives (to be recruited) – one of these to have good financial
management experience.
The members of the Executive and the Director of Resources and Planning would
attend but would not be members. Also the Head of Internal Audit and an NAO
representative would attend. Draft terms of reference are at Annex B.
12. A decision on whether the new non-executive members should be paid has yet to be
made. But it will be difficult (or impossible) to recruit people with the necessary skills
and experience if this is unpaid.
13. This change strengthens HSC/Es governance by introducing a greater degree of
challenge (from non-executives on the Audit Committee) and by clarifying the remit of
the committee across HSC and HSE.
14. This constitution means that the recommendation of the Financial Management Review
(that most members be non-executives) would be fully met.
15. A draft letter from Geoffrey Podger to HMT confirming acceptance of the report and
reporting on HSC/E’s response is at Annex C.
Consultation
16. Senior PEFD managers, the Head of Internal Audit and NAO were consulted.
Presentation
17. The Terms of reference for the reconstituted Audit Committee will be posted on to
HSE’s website. The letter from Mary Keegan and the reply from Geoffrey Podger will
be included on the HSE intranet site along with some further explanation and
information about actions being taken on the HSE oprational issues identified.
Costs and Benefits
18. It is impossible to quantify costs and benefits at this stage. Any changes which
streamline and further strengthen HSC/E’s Governance arrangements should result in
more efficient processes and speedier decision making.

Financial/Resource Implications for HSE
19. Reconstituting the Audit Committee could add an extra £10 - 15k per annum to payroll
to fund the appointment of an additional two non-executive members. The cost of
developing these proposals has been about £3k.
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Environmental Implications
20. None

Other Implications
None
Action
21. Commissioners are asked to note
• the outcomes of the Treasury Review of Financial Management in HSE;
• the proposal that the governance issues will be discussed at the Commission’s
June residential meeting; and
• the reconstitution of the Audit Committee as an HSC Committee with a revised
membership;
and to agree
• the proposed terms of reference for the Audit Committee.
Contact
22.

Alan Sabberton
PEFD
0151-951-3871

Bill Tomkins
PEFD
020 7717 6454

alan.sabberton@hse.gsi.gov.uk

bill.tomkins@hse.gsi.gov.uk

for Financial Management review issues
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for reconstituting Audit
Committee issues

Annex A

HMTreasury’s Report
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Annex B
HSC AUDIT COMMITTEE
DRAFT TERMS OF REFERENCE

1. The HSC and HSE Accounting Officers have established an Audit Committee to
support them in their responsibilities for issues of governance, risk, control and
associated assurance by providing an independent view on appropriateness, adequacy
and overall value for money.
Aims
2. The aims of the Audit committee are to
• promote the highest standards of propriety in the use of public funds and
encourage accountability for the use of those funds;
• improve the quality of financial reporting and promote a climate of financial
discipline and control; and
• promote the development of internal control systems, including sensible
business risk management.
Authority
3. The Committee is authorised
• to investigate any activity within its terms of reference; and
• to seek any information it requires from any HSE employee; all employees
should co-operate with any request made by the Audit Committee;
Membership of the Audit Committee
3. The membership shall be
• an health and safety commissioner as chair
• [an health and safety commissioner as a side-member / vice chair]
• a minimum of two independent non-executive members to be recruited
competitively
• the head of internal audit at DWP (who will act as chair in the absence of the
usual chair)
4. In addition the following will normally attend
• the HSC Chair; the members of the Executive
• the Director, Resources and Planning
• the head of Internal Audit
• a representative of NAO
The Audit Committee will be provided with a secretarial function by HSE.
Meetings
5. The Audit Committee will meet at least three times per annum – in late spring, autumn
and March each year.
6. A minimum of two members of the Audit Committee shall be present for the meeting to
be quorate.
7. The Audit Committee may ask for other HSE officials to attend to assist with
discussions on specific issues.
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8. The Audit Committee may also ask for regular attendees who are not members to
withdraw to facilitate full and frank discussion of particular matters.
9. The Accounting Officers may ask the Audit Committee to hold further meeting to
discuss particular issues on which the Committee’s advice is wanted.
Access
10. The head of Internal Audit and the representative of NAO will have free and
confidential access to the Audit Committee Chair.
Reporting
11. The Audit Committee will formally report back in writing after each meeting to the
Accounting Officers.
Responsibilities
12. The Audit Committee will advise the Accounting Officers on the
• adequacy of the management of governance, risk and control and the
Statement on Internal Control;
• adequacy and appropriateness of governance arrangements;
• accounting policies, the accounts and the annual report of the organisation
including the process for review of the accounts before submission for audit,
levels of error identified, and HSC/E’s letter of representation to the external
auditors;
• planned activity and results of both internal and external audit (including
access to individual audit reports where Audit Committee members request
such access) in relation to how this reflects business risk assessment;
• adequacy of HSC/E’s response to issues identified by audit activity, including
NAO’s report of audit;
• adequacy of “whistleblowing” arrangements within HSE.
Information
13. Before each meeting the committee will be provided with
• A report summarising any significant change in the corporate risk register
• A progress report from the head of internal audit summarising
• progress on plan of work;
• key issues emerging;
• management response to audit recommendations;
• changes to plan of work;
• any resource issues affecting delivery of plan.
• A progress report from external audit summarising work done and emerging findings
(if any).
14. The Audit Committee will also be provided with (as necessary)
• Proposals for changes to its terms of reference;
• The Internal Audit Strategy.
• The Internal audit plan in draft before each operating year;
• The draft accounts
• The draft Statement on Internal Control
• A report on any changes to accounting policies
• External Audit’s Audit Report (NAO)
• A report on co-operation between Internal and External Audit
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•

A report on any proposals to tender for audit functions;

Document2
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Annex C

Draft Letter To Mary Keegan, HMT

Geoffrey Podger
Chief Execuitive, Health & Safety Executive
Rose Court
London SE1 9HS
Tel
020-7717-6633
Fax 020-7717-6344
Email geoffrey.podger@hse.gsi.gov.uk

Mary Keegan
Managing Director, Government Financial Management and
Head of the Government Accounting Service
1 Horse Guard’s Road
London SW1A 2HQ

Financial Management Review: Health and Safety Executive (HSE)
At our meeting on 21 December I accepted, in principle, the outcomes of the above
Review. The Health and Safety Commission noted your subsequent letter (which included
some development areas) at its meeting on 1 March.
The issues which are essentially operational issues for HSE will be taken forward by
Vivienne Dews’ Directorate.
Bill Callaghan, the Chair of the Commission, and I will consider further how best to
respond to the report’s other development areas as part of the ongoing discussion we are
having on corporate governance and the developing relationship between HSC and HSE.
However, you will be interested to note that we have already decided to reconstitute our
Audit Committee as a Commission body; with wholly non-executive membership at least
one of whom will have a financial background.
I propose sending you an update on progress in summer. In the interim, if you have any
questions please contact Vivienne or myself.
I am copying this note to John Codling, Finance Director-General at DWP; to Bill
Callaghan and to Vivienne Dews.
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Geoffrey Podger
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